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Rabbi Paysach Krohn tells over a fascinating story about 
a non-observant Jew from Texas who was visiting 

Jerusalem for the very first time. One of the major stops on 
his tour was, of course, the Western Wall. After taking in the 
magnificence of this religious edifice and placing the requisite 
paper kippa on his head he made his way down to the Kotel 
and out of the corner of his eye noticed a Yerushalmi man 
praying with an unusually sincere passion and intensity.

 Inspired by the beauty of the Yerushalmi Yid’s prayers 
the man was overcome with a religious awakening for the first 
time in his life. He promised himself that when he gets back 
to his home in Dallas, Texas he would search out and only 
pray in the type of shul in which this Yerushalmi Jew would 
feel comfortable praying in. 

When this man arrived in Dallas he found such a shul. 
He quickly formed a friendship with the Rabbi of the shul, R’ 
Aryeh Rodin, and he urged his friends to join his Rabbi’s shul. 
Not only did this group become Observant, but their generous 
donations made it possible to build the beautiful Young Israel 
shul of North Dallas as it stands today.

 Rabbi Krohn points out that after 120 years when that 
Yerushalmi Yid goes to Shomayim, he is going to be shocked 
to discover that he will be greatly rewarded for his passive 
contribution of an happenstance kiruv- outreach- that resulted 
in the establishment of a beautiful and vibrant Orthodox Shul 
in Texas. 

Isn’t that an unbelievable and amazing thing?
This Yerushalmi Yid came the Kotel to pray as he usually 

prays. He probably was not that worldly,  he most probably 
never even heard of a place called Dallas, Texas and he 
probably had never even been out of Jerusalem, yet he will 
be duly rewarded for his passive but positive influence on 
another Jew and rightfully so. 

When a person is so passionate for the Mitzvos and when 
he has a pride in the religion that he performs, he can have a 
tremendous influence on others, even if he doesn’t mean to 
have that effect. 

One story I enjoy telling over is about the legendary 
Rabbi Emanuel Feldman and his impact on Atlanta Jewish 
community. Rabbi Feldman went down to Atlanta, Georgia 
as a very young Rov in the 1950’s when the town did not 
even have enough men for a daily minyan. On the first Yom 
Kippur that he was the Rov he got up to speak he knew that he 
couldn’t tell his congregation that he expected them to keep 
613 mitzvos that year. Perhaps, it would be too difficult for 
them to accept such a large amount in such a small time, but 
he did ask  and told them that he did presume them to keep 

at least one mitzvah. He asked that they observe one mitzvah 
that they would keep no matter what, whether it would be 
Shabbos, or kashrus. They would own that mitzvah for that 
year and then they would keep it for a lifetime. As it would 
happen one mitzvah led to another, which inspired another, 
and so on and so forth and now you have a city brimming 
with Torah and Yiddishkeit, replete with shuls, yeshivas and 
Beis Yaakovs.

It worked well because when you come to own something 
you come to care for it and then you want to have more of it. 
That’s a pride of ownership and that can inspire people on 
some many levels.

The Oznaim L’Torah cites Rabbi Eliezer Gordon, 
who explains that this idea is found in the opening Pasuk 
in this week’s Parsha. “Vehayah Eikev Tishmiyun es 
Ha’Mishpatim”, it will come to pass as a result of your 
observing the commandments. When one performs a Mitzvah, 
various results will inevitably follow. The Mitzvah-doer, of 
course, receives reward for the inherent Mitzvah that he has 
performed. There is also the bigger picture involved in that 
others might learn from you and become inspired from your 
actions. For example, if you get up early to learn the Daf on 
your own, then you get merit for the actual and wonderful 
mitzvah of Talmud Torah, but that is limited to you and you 
alone. However, if you have a chavrusa or you join a shiur and 
by your presence you have encouraged and inspired others 
to participate in Torah learning then you have exponentially 
increased your reward for the Mitzvah in relation to the 
greater scope and impact of your Mitzvah. 

That’s how Rav Gordon explains the Pasuk-“Vehayah 
Eikev Tishmiyun” As a result of your observing, performing 
and having a real enjoyment in your Mitzvos, others will 
learn from you and be inspired to connect with Hashem and 
the Torah. 

We know the converse to unfortunately be very true. One 
only has to look around and see the detrimental effect that 
chillul Hashem brings to the table. The damage it does to 
the psyche of people of honor and faith probably knows no 
bounds. The pride and honor is just not there. And why some 
wonder why others feel jaded and lost about it is not such a 
mystery anymore. 

This past Tisha B’Av I had a chance to view an interesting 
video presentation from Project Inspire (www.kiruv.com). The 
video was about Jews who sought out to inspire unaffiliated 
Yidden and help them connect to their heritage. The people 
who were unbelievably successful at bringing Jews closer 
to Judaism were not outreach professionals but were normal 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt | Rosh HaKollel

HEY, YOU NEVER KNOW
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R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

Q: Is there any specific commandment for a Jew to wear a 
yarmulka?

A: While there may be no explicit directive to wear a yarmulka 
there are a few sources dating back to the Talmud that refers to 
such a practice. Some of those are:

	Kiddushin 31a, which states quite clearly that one 
should not go 4 amos with an uncovered head

	Shabbos 118b, that mentions how R’ Huna brai D’Rav 
Yehoshua was excessively praised for not walking 
more then 4 amos without a head covering

	Kiddushin 33a, where someone walked by one of the 
amo’raim with an uncovered head and was intensely 
scolded because of it

	Shabbos 156b, which brings the story of the mother 
of the great R’ Nachman bar Yitzchok who was told 
her son was genetically predisposed to be a thief, she 
successfully altered his destiny by having his head 
always covered (in fact the one time that his head 
covering flew off he immediately succumbed to his 
yetzer harah and stole from someone else’s property)

Q: If its not a specific commandment then why is wearing 
a yarmulka such an important practice for so many 
observant Jews?

A: Alluding to the previously mentioned sources, covering 
one’s head represents one’s y’iras shamayim1 (fear of heaven) 
as the head is synonymous with the y’irah (fear) and chachma 
(wisdom) inherent within each person.2 Therefore wearing a 
head covering is a tradition that is sewn into the very fabric of 

who we are...a G-d fearing people.

Q: Are there any possible issurim one transgresses when 
going about without his yarmulka?

A: During the times of the Taz (R’ Dovid Segal, preeminent 
commentator on the Shulchan Aruch) it was the practice of 
the gentiles to take off their hats when meeting someone, 
he therefore stated that one who removes his yarmulka is 
transgressing the prohibition of “U’Bichukosai Lo Seleichu” 
(one shall not follow in the ways of the gentiles).

Q: Is there any leniency nowadays where a yarmulka may 
be detrimental towards maintaining one’s livelihood (i.e. 
putting one at a disadvantage at a job interview etc.)?

A: If wearing a yarmulka is merely a strong tradition then 
obviously one is not obligated to forfeit his parnassah to keep 
this minhag. The issue arises according the the reason stated 
earlier by the Taz, that one is transgressing a real biblical issur. 
As one is required to give up all of his money so as not to infract 
a mitzvas lo s’aseh. R’ Moshe Feistein zt”l, in a novel teshuva3 
states how since nowadays no one wears hats anymore4 if one 
were to take off his yarmulka he would not be transgressing the 
prohibition of chukas akum as going bareheaded is no longer 
the ways of the gentiles since their heads are not initially 
covered to begin with.

Q:If one is taking off his yarmulka because of financial 
necessity would there be any time when he would still be 
required to wear one?

A: Even if wearing a yarmulka is not possible the entire time 
one should ideally still wear a yarmulka when:

R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel
HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: Halachos Of Wearing A Yarmulka

every-day Jews who felt that they too can help and inspire 
others. They invited people over for Shabbos and Yom Tov 
meals and explained the meaning behind these awesome days. 
They set up learning partners so that Jews who have never 
opened a sefer in their lives would be able to delve into the 
beauty and majesty of the Torah. Behind it all was their own 
love of the Torah, of Mitzvos and of Hashem. It was their 
enthusiasm for the Jewish nation that inspired their brothers 

to return and connect with their Father in Heaven. 
Truthfully and when we are honest with ourselves, this 

ideal is what works to connect with others, our families and 
our children. It is the honesty and integrity of a proud nation 
which allows the connection and which allows Jewish life to 
spring forth.   
Have a great Shabbos
Any and all comments can be sent to mbkollel@aol.com 
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R’ Heshy Kahan

	making a b’racha5

	learning Torah6

	answering amen

	saying shem Hashem (some7 go as far as to require 
a head covering when saying “shalom alaichem” as 
shalom is one of the names of Heshem8)

There are times when one may have to be lenient (i.e. giving a 
kiruv seminar, teaching in an out of town day school, meeting 
a non-observant colleague who is expecting a “shalom 
alaichem” etc.) and would have who to rely on.9

Q: If even wearing a yarmulka for b’rachos is not an option 
then how should one proceed to eat?

A: If one is not able to wear a yarmulka then some poskim10 
give the alternative of covering one’s head with one’s hand as 
this takes care of the chukas akum problem (as it’s not the way 
of the gentiles to cover their heads with their hands). Others11 
however do not give credence to such an approach claiming 
that the body covering the body12 does not create a situation of 
y’iras shamayim, rather one may stretch out one’s sleeve over 
one’s arm and place that over one’s head thereby having his 
clothing serve as a head covering which would suffice.13 

Q: How big does one’s yarmulka have to be in order to 
deem it halachicaly acceptable?

A: While technically if one is concerned about chukas akum 
any size yarmulka would fulfill the requirements, however 
with the other reason being y’iras shamayim one should ideally 
have his yarmulka cover majority of his head. 

Q: At what age should one start to wear a yarmulka?

A: While some are stringent and cover the child’s head as early 
as from infancy (as was the case of the Chazon Ish who never 
had his head uncovered even as a baby), the minhag seems 
to be that from the age of three and onwards one should train 
his  son to wear a yarmulka, especially when making b’rachos.  
The reason behind this is that we compare a child to a fruit 
tree that is not permitted to be used within the first three years 
of growth14. Just as the fourth year the fruit is designated for 
Hashem, so too after the third year, when a child begins to 

master his ability to communicate, he can now designate 
himself for the service of Hashem as well.

Q: Should one wear a yarmulka to sleep?

A: While one is not really walking 4 amos in his sleep it is 
still a commendable practice to wear a yarmulka through the 
night. In keeping to this minhag many wear a “shluf kappel”, a 
yarmulka that is made to remain on one’s head throughout the 
night before retiring for the night.

Q: If the main reason behind wearing a yarmulka is to 
remind us of y’iras shamayim then why do women not wear 
a yarmulka as well?

A: Interestingly enough, many Sephardi poskim15 actually do 
mention that women, just like men, when making a b’racha 
should have their head covered. However, since nowadays 
the ways of the gentiles dictate that upon meeting someone 
a woman would cover her head,16 so in opposition to that our 
woman actually do the opposite by actually uncovering their 
heads.

Q: If one is going to engage on some sort of inappropriate 
act is it better for him to take off his yarmulka to avoid a 
possible chilul hashem?

A: In two separate teshuvos,17 R’ Moshe Feinstien zt”l wrote18 
that while one is already engaged in doing something improper 
one should not add on another issur as well. This is especially 
true if others were to see and note that one does not have to 
wear a yarmulka which may lead them astray from wearing 
one as well.

FOOTNOTES
1. Sefer Chasidim
2. Aruch Hashulchan 2:6
3. Igros Moshe O.C. 1:1
4. The Kennedy era brought an end to wearing head coverings, 

which is interestingly parallel to the beginning of the steep mor-
al decline of western civilization

5. M.B. 2:12
6. M.B. Ibid.
7. S’dai Chemed, Nishhmas Avraham 206 who states that one 

should not say shalom alaichem to a patient who is not in a clean 
state or with his head uncovered, rather state “good morning” 
etc. instead

8. See Gemara in Shabbos
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The power of tzedaka is very great, and Jews know it. Even 
Jews who aren't so frum. It may be less common now 

among the non frum, because the next generation is even further 
removed from Jewish awareness than their predecessors, but I 
certainly remember a generation of Jews who were raised in a 
Jewish manner, but for whom the vicissitudes of life resulted 
in a non Shomer Shabbos lifestyle. I'm sure many of them even 
felt bad about it, but apparently not bad enough to change. 

Many of these Jews, if they had money, gave tzedaka. 
I remember one man in Crown Heights, when I was a kid, 
who donated a Sefer Torah. I wondered, at that time, about the 
apparent contradiction of buying and donating a Sefer Torah 
with money that he earned in his business on Shabbos. He was a 
Holocaust survivor, and I remember, even then, understanding 
not to judge him, given his history. The contradiction was 
nevertheless quite striking, to my child's mind, but somehow I 
understood what he was doing.  Presumably he was, with that 
Sefer Torah, memorializing his martyred parents. Perhaps he 
was hoping to bring blessing upon his family. I suspect he was 
also trying, in some way, to expiate whatever guilt he felt that 
over his chillul Shabbos. 

The tradition of tzedaka is so strong among Jews, its power 
so well perceived, that people compartmentalize, and strive for 
God's blessing through the merit of tzedaka without regard for 
whatever else is going on their religious lives (or lack thereof). 
Up to a point, they are probably right. But only up to a point. 

God wants you to do good to please Him. He wants 
you to pray. He wants you to ask Him for the things you 
need in life (״שאל ממני״). But you also can’t bribe Him: 

 Rashi explains re .(D’varim 10:17) לא ישא פנים ולא יקח שוחד 
lo yikach shochad, ״לפייסו בממון״, you can’t buy Him off with 
money. 

But He does want your money: The title above, from the 
powerful ונתנה תוקף prayer on Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, 
says so quite plainly. And so does the Mishne in Avos:

But He does want your money: The title above, from the 
powerful ונתנה תוקף prayer on Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, 
says so quite plainly. And so does the Mishne in Avos:

G'milus chasodim may take various forms, and many 
different aspects of kindness are necessary to fulfill our 
mandate for chesed in the world, but ultimately, by and large, 
it's money that talks. As we know, money isn't important -- 
unless you don't have any. Then it's very important. You can't 
do much without it. And sadly, there are plenty of people who 
suffer for the lack of money. And parting with one's money 
to help someone else is one of the big challenges of life. But 
that is exactly what is expected of us, why it is so strongly 
emphasized in Scripture, and why doing so is so powerful in 
"ingratiating" ourselves with the Ribbono Shel Olam. Like 
there is no substitute for donated blood, so too there is no 
substitute for money in sustaining life. 

And yet, both those quotes above are not about tzedaka 

R’ Heshy Kahan

Yerucham Reich 

9. Zichron Yehuda: 20 is lenient with learning with one’s head un-
covered, see Teshuvos V’hanhagos 1:12 and Igros Moshe 4:40 
who claim that shalom alaichem nowadays is merely synony-
mous with wishing peace and not saying the shem hashem

10. See Taz:8
11. Rama based on the Trumas Hadeshen
12. As a kisui yad does not have a shem kisu, see Bais Yosef who al-

lows one to place his hand over someone else’s head to consider 
him to have a proper head covering for b’rachos etc.

13. Bach  91, M.B. 91, M.B. 2
14. Yalkot Me’im Loaz
15. Ben Ish Chai parshas Shmini:19, Tzitz Eliezer:13 who mentions 

that Sephardi women cover their heads, see Yaskil Avdi who 
concurs with this as well

16. Chasam Sofer 30b
17. Igros Moshe Y.D. 2
18. One was regarding taking off one’s yarmulka when going to the 

movies and the other was when going mixed dancing
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alone. Cautions the Ateres Yeshua, it's part of a package. The 
power of tzedaka may be very great, but that power is "let 
loose" by the other aspects of serving God, Torah and Avodah. 
Prayer. Torah study and observance. A package deal. You can't 
bribe God with money alone, but you can influence him, so to 
speak, with all three -- together. 

We read these parshios as we enter the High Holiday 
preparatory period of the Yamim Nora'im. כי לנו  תהיה   צדקה 
6:25)) associates the very Name of God as a benefit of our 
tzedaka, which is especially efficacious at this time. But don't 
think, says the Ateres Yeshua, that giving money alone can do 
it all for you: 9:4) אל תאמר בצדקתי הביאני).  Don't think that you 
were brought to the Promised Land purely in the merit of your 
righteousness (read that, for our purposes, in the merit of your 
tzedaka alone).

The word הביאני, he has brought me, appears in Scripture as 
well, in Shir Hashirim (2:4) הביאני אל בית היין, to the repository 
of wine ( Midrash: meaning Sinai, Torah) and (1:4) הביאני המלך 
 to the innermost chamber (meaning Prayer, which brings ,חדריו
a person from celestial chamber to chamber, ever higher, ever 
closer to Him). The three together, tzedaka, Torah and prayer, 
bring a person ( הביאני) to the "Promised Land", closer to Him.  
And particularly in the  Yamim Nora'im,  tshuva, tfila and 
tzedaka together can accomplish the hoped for salvation. 

Even so, tzedaka stands apart. Eikev: if you will do this, 
in return for your doing this (fulfill the Covenant), says God, I 
will watch over you and protect you and bless you. But eikev 

also hints specifically at tzedaka, a mitzvah which sometimes 
ברגליו דש   a person is less than fully punctilious with, a ,אדם 
mitzvah that sustains the scholars who are our רגלים, who carry 
our Nation, an act which sustains the poor, who trudge בעקב 
from place to place, from door to door, seeking the sustenance 
that keeps them alive, a mitzvah in return for which, eikev, we 
are also sustained, and kept alive. 

Check the gematria of eikev; im hakollel it is the same as 
tzedaka. 

Just remember, as you wield that powerful weapon, 
tzedaka, that its full power is vested in its combination with 
Torah and Prayer. So too, the power of Torah needs to be 
combined with Prayer and Tzedaka, and, as we call out in 
fervent prayer in the Days of Awe before us, let us remember 
what the Talmud ( 44: בכורות), in expounding upon the pasuk 
in Eikev (7:14), לא יהיה בך עקר, you will not be barren,  teaches 
us about prayer: שלא תהא תפילתך עקורה. Do not let your prayer 
be barren. When you pray, when you stand before God, when 
you call out with all your heart, when you beg God to bless 
you and your family with life and with all its needs, come fully 
prepared, come fully armed. Acquire Torah and let the Torah 
you have acquired stand with you. And, bolstered by Torah and 
Avodah, unleash the full great power of tzedaka, which, we all 
know, תציל ממות. It can save your life. 
And now is the time. 
Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas Eikev 5776

R’ Rafi Mollot
60 SECONDS OF TORAH: EKEV -- IN G-D WE TRUST 

“If you shall say in your heart, ‘These nations are more 
than I; how can I drive them out?’ you shall not be 

afraid of them; you shall well remember what Hashem your 
G-d did to Pharaoh, and to all Egypt… so shall Hashem your 
G-d do to all the peoples of whom you are afraid.” (Devarim 
7:17-19)

According to its plain meaning, this passage serves 
to reassure Israel that despite their fears, with the help of 
Hashem, they will triumph over their enemies, though the 
enemy appears superior.

The text conveys this meaning because the translation 
has rendered the Hebrew word “ki” to mean “if.” While not 
inaccurate, a more direct translation of the word “ki” would 
render “because.” With that slight change, the passage takes 
on an entirely new and profound meaning.

“Because you shall say in your heart, ‘These nations 
are more than I; how can I drive them out?’ you shall not be 
afraid of them…”

So long as we acknowledge that we do not have the 
power to defeat our enemies, then we need not fear. Why not? 
Because by acknowledging that the power belongs not to us, 
we understand that only Hashem Himself wields the power 
to overthrow nations, or indeed, to make anything happen at 
all. So long as we put our faith in Hashem and not in man, we 
join Hashem to our side, before Whom none can stand. Then 
we need not fear our enemies, for Hashem shall defeat them 
before us.

May we merit to recognize the ultimate power of Hashem, 
and through trust in Him, achieve all our ambitions for good.

Based on Shla”h, Parshas Ekev
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WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

The Dubno Maggid (1740-1804) illustrated this 
parable: There was once a very particular king who 

was extremely sensitive to any type of dirt. So he came up 
with an idea to build for himself a new palace that would 
ensure that all dirt was kept at bay and never able to enter. 
He would have to invest tremendous sums of money in order 
to plan it right and build it. It would  have double doors and 
windows and double screens and blinds, all so that not even 
the wind could blow in a single speck of dust or grain. Other 
architectural designs were employed to service this purpose 
and no expense was spared. It was because of this investment 
of both time and money that made what happened after its 
construction so peculiar. You see despite all of the precautions 
in the building, the king demanded that the servants bring in a 
large supply of brooms. The servant were left dumbfounded 
– why, with a palace that wards off all dirt would they need 
any brooms? The king explained that although they had made 
every possible effort to ward off dirt, it would be impossible 
to prevent people from bringing dirt in with their shoes. It 
was for this reason that they needed brooms.

A  Jew has been made well aware of the grave sins that 
he could possibly fall victim to. The Ramchal (1707-1746) in 
his master work Mesilat Yesharim (Chapters 2-5) discusses 
man’s need for vigilance to circumvent being ensnared by 
sin. He must employ a heightened self awareness in his 
actions so that sin will not enter into his domain. Yet the 
Ramchal writes: “The world may be compared to night – the 
material and corporeal world operate in this way – first it 
prevents the individual from seeing the obstacles  standing in 
the pathways of this world so that the fools walk confidently, 
stumbling and perishing without any prior awareness or 
fear…and the second error, which is greater than the first, 
is that the darkness of this world can distort his perceptions 
to the degree that they see evil as if it were beneficial and 
good…”  Rabbi Shmuel Pinchasi Shlita writes on this subject 
matter, “It is in this way that there are sins that even those 
who are G-d fearing may inadvertently bring into their palace 
like dust on their shoes.” The name of this week’s perasha 
is Eikev, which means “heel”, and these are the sins of the 
“heel” which we must vigilant of and sweep out of our palace.

In Pirkei Avot (2:1), it states that one should be scrupulous 
in performing a “minor mitzvah” as in a “major mitzvah”, for 
you do not know the reward given to each. This injunction 
is expressing to us that we should perform all mitzvot with 
equal fervor. Yet to many, the daily mitzvot that we are 
obligated to do take on a decreased position in our eyes due to 
its frequency. You will find many that will seek after the best 

“etrog” they can find, while spending an exorbitant amount 
of money to do so. Yet, when it comes to a more “simple”  
mitzvah like “mezuzah”, it gets less attention. The Derech 
Nichumecha conveys a point that one should never assume 
the importance of a mitzvah based on frequency. Surveying 
our physical surroundings, we see that air is more abundant 
than water, water is more plentiful than bread, and bread is 
more plentiful than meat. The more necessary something is, 
the greater its frequency and availability, since it is important 
to our survival. So even though there may be a mitzvah that 
is more frequent, it does not diminish its importance. In fact, 
it is more frequent because it is an important part to our 
spiritual survival. All mitzvot are necessary to our growth 
and development, and have been prescribed by Hashem in 
their duly appointed time to serve that purpose. 

So what are the challenges that man may face that may 
lead him down a wrongful path? How do we keep ourselves 
secure and strong in our resolve to not deteriorate spiritually 
whether by the seemingly “minor” mitzvot or the ”major” 
ones?

The Ramchal mentions three pitfalls to be weary of 
– being too involved in worldly matters , being frivolous, 
and having bad company. A person who is enveloped by 
worldly matters becomes suffocated by its pressures that 
he has imposed upon himself. He ends up seeing the world 
through what society demands of him, instead of what the 
Torah demands of him. Of course, to live in the world means 
that one must be able to interact with the world. It could be 
in making a livelihood, in going shopping, or by any other 
means that one normally interacts with others. The point is 
not to forget who you are and what your true responsibility 
is. It means constantly walking with the mindset that you are 
a Jew and upholding those principles is paramount.

The second pitfall is being frivolous. This is very difficult 
to overcome and has much danger. Not taking life seriously 
and only looking to have a good time can make someone 
emotionally desensitized to keeping the Torah. The allure of 
being capricious can pull him along this path step by step, 
farther and farther away from Torah observance. Ultimately, 
he will transgress the commandments and be held in  the 
clutches of a lackadaisical outlook. This person scornfully 
makes comments in jest and jokes against those that do keep 
the commandments, preventing rebuke and instruction from 
entering his heart.

The third pitfall is being in bad company. Pirkei Avot (1:7) 
states, “Distance you from a bad neighbor, do not associate 
with a wicked person…” What is the difference between a 
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bad neighbor and a wicked person? The Tiferes Yisrael makes 
an enlightening distinction.  The wicked person is someone 
who sins but does not cause others to sin. That is why there is 
no special requirement to distance yourself from him, except 
the caveat in that case is not to learn from his ways and adopt 
his practices. A bad neighbor is someone that has a disdained 
view of Hashem and wants to influence others away from 
Him. He sins and gets satisfaction from causing others to sin. 
There, one needs to aggressively stay away from this type of 
individual.

So what does Hashem require from us – to have fear of 
Hashem your G-d (10:12). Rashi quotes from the Talmud 
(Berachot 33b) that from this verse we learn that everything 
is in the power of Heaven, except for fear of Heaven. Being 
vigilant is part of each of us. The vigilance and fear that is 
bestowed upon creatures in nature is given innately to ensure 
their survival. It is why the mouse is afraid of the cat, and 

the cat is afraid of the dog, and why the dog is afraid of man. 
Yet, man’s fear is there to serve a higher purpose and that 
is to bring him to a proper outlook in the world. There are 
two types of fear  - the first is the fear of punishment and the 
second is an awe or reverence of Hashem. Some of us may 
feel that they fulfill the mitzvot in order not to get punished. 
They may not conclude that way externally, but inside they 
know that if they transgress a sin, they will ultimately be 
held accountable. Even these individuals who keeps all of the 
mitzvot through this perspective, is not doing so with the best 
intent. The higher outlook and the one that we need to strive 
for is to do them out of complete reverence for Hashem. 
When we reach those heights we begin to understand how 
great Hashem is and how kind He is to us. We begin to find 
true love for him and ultimately want to fulfill all the mitzvot, 
whether “small” or “big”, for no other reason than to cling to 
our Creator.

R’ Aharon Finkelstein

R’ Boroch Yechiel Schreiber
PARSHAS EIKEV; ALL AND COMPLETE 

“Kol Hamitzva Asher Onochi Mitzavicha hayom Tish-
mirun La’asos”

“All the Mitzvos that I commanded you today, you shall 
observe to perform”. The word “Kol” Hamitzvah, has two 
definitions. It can be translated to me the “entire” command-
ment, or it can mean “all” the commandments. 

We find this idea in the HaGagada. There is a dispute if 
the Mitzvah to recall Yetiyas Mitzrayim is even by night, or 
rather it does not apply to the nighttime by rather it applies 
even when Moshiach will come. Both opinions derive their 
view from the posuk “Kol Yimei Chayecha”. The Gr”a ex-
plains the dispute is based on how to define the word “kol”. If 
“Kol” means “All” your days, this would imply we are com-
manded to recall Yitziyas Mitzrayim, even when Moshiach 
comes - all the days. On the other hand if we define “Kol” 
to mean the entire day, that would not necessarily include all 
the days, namely the days of Moshiach, but rather it would 
include the entire day – even nighttime. 

We can explain the Posuk here as well with both interpre-
tations. 

Firstly the Posuk is telling us that a Mitzva must be done 
in its entirety. Rashi says we learn from here, if one begins a 
Mitzva it is incumbent on him to finish it. The Seforim tell us 
that the Yetzer Hora puts a tremendous emphasis on prevent-

ing one from making a Siyum. Perhaps the reason is because a 
siyum is the completion of a learning cycle. The Yetzer Hora 
never wants us to complete anything. 

Additionally we can interpret the Posuk to mean that one 
is required to do “all” the Mitzvos. The Parsha begins “Vi-
Haya Eikev Tishmiun”. Rashi explains the Torah is referring 
to “Eikev” the heel. We are commanded to listen and do all 
the Mitzvos, even those that people tend to squash with their 
heels. This means even Mitzvos which tend to get neglected, 
or considered insignificant, are also important. All Mitzvos are 
equally important, as the Mishna says in Avos. 

The Ohr Hochaim further enlightens us. The posuk con-
tinues to say if you do the Mitzvos you will live. Explains the 
Ohr Hachaim, every person has a spiritual image in heaven 
mirroring his image in this world. The spiritual being is given 
life through the physical Mitzvos done by the person in this 
world. This is the meaning of what the Gemora tells us there 
are 248 limbs and 365 sinews or muscles in the body which 
correspond to the 248 positive commandments and 365 nega-
tive commandments. Every Mitzva has a corresponding body 
part which in turn has a mirror body part in haven. When we 
do a Mitzva we are giving life to that body part in heaven.

The Chofetz Chaim in his introduction to Sefer Shmi-
ras Haloshon expounds on this. He says if a person speaks 
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Loshon Hora, his heavenly image will be missing a mouth 
R”L, since it lacked nourishment. This will be a tremendous 
embarrassment to the person.

This teaches us the importance in doing “all” Mitzvos. We 
can’t just pick and choose. This is what the Posuk is teaching 
us. Do “all” the Mitzvos so that you will live. This means that 
by doing all the Mitzvos,  our heavenly image will receive its 
full nourishment to live for eternity. 

The Torah begins “Vihaya Eikev Tishmiun”. The Gemara 
says that the word “Vihaya” is used when noting something 

happy. Explains the Ohr Hachaim, true happiness comes from 
a feeling of accomplishment and completion. This is the hap-
piness we feel during a siyum. When one does “all” the Mitz-
vos and completes the nourishment of his heavenly image this 
is a true cause for happiness and celebration.

We can add to this, that the same concept applies when 
one does the “entire” Mitzvah. When we complete the Mit-
vzah without letting it go in middle, and make sure to carry 
it through till the end, the happy and accomplished feeling is 
indescribable.

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

PARSHA THOUGHTS
R’ Aron Moshe Jacobson

Moshe directs us to recognize within our hearts that 
when we are experiencing difficult times, Hashem 

is punishing us just as a father punishes their child (8:5). 
A healthy father does not punish a child for no reason. 
Any punishment is to educate the child. R’ Moshe of Kutzi 
complied a comprehensive list of Mitzvos, Sefer Mitzvos 
Gadol and includes the oblig ation to judge Hashem favorably 
(Aseh §17) based on this Passuk. This concept is referred to 
as Tzidduk Hadin, which we generally practice at funerals, 
with the recitation of the Hatzur tamim pa’alo prayer. But, 
this should not be limited to only after a person passes away. 
We have to work on being able to recognize that no matter 
what we experience in life, there is a reason and a beneficial 

purpose to it, no different than a father punishing their child.
                
Ending his rebuke for the sin of the Eigel, the Golden 

Calf, Moshe included their sins at Taveira, Masa and Kivros 
Hata’ava (9:22). Although this may not seems their pla ce, 
R’ Shimon Sofer notes, it is actually timely. Based on these 
sins which succeeded the Eigel it was indicative that they did 
not properly repent from the original sin. Had they repented 
properly, they would not have been susceptible to these other 
sins. Therefore, it is appropriate that they are mentioned 
together with the Eigel. We must realize that any breach in 
our sanctity has far reaching ramifications in that it enables 
other sins to happen as well. 
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